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Helias Catholic High School Graduates Announces Spring Musical 2021
Helias Catholic High School’s Production Manager, Ron Vossen, is excited to announce our 2021 Spring
Musical “Back to the 80’s: The Totally Awesome Musical” to be performed at The Miller Performing Arts
Center March 12-14, 2021.
This musical from the decade that brought us the Atari, DeLoreans, Rubik’s Cube and Trapper Keepers; along
with some of the greatest hit music of all time, will have you singing and dancing to every song. “Back to the
80’s” will take you back in time to neon colors, acid-washed jeans, big hair, high top sneakers and leg warmers.
Pop culture history was made in the 80’s and lives on in the hearts of adults with a resurgence among today’s
teens.
The show features some of the best music of the era including “Kids In America”, “Total Eclipse of the Heart”,
and “You Give Love a Bad Name”. Hidden amongst the popular songs is a storyline focusing on the graduating
class of William Ocean High Schoo,l as they struggle through their senior year. The classic plot of a girl falling
for the wrong guy, and a nice guy trying not to finish last, is at the heart of the show. Every student and
teacher in the performance is just trying to get through high school unscathed and they will surely make it out,
one party and high energy dance number at a time!
“Looking at the unique challenges we may potentially be facing this year, we knew we needed a unique
musical. This is very different from the history of classic and standard musicals Helias has done in the past;
but we know it will be a lot of fun to perform, as well as being flexible enough to accommodate any issues
which might arise,” said Amy Pringer, director of the musical. “I grew up in the 80’s singing and dancing to
every one of these songs, and with so much pop culture on every page, I can’t wait to turn each song and
scene into a fun, comedic flashback to the best parts of that decade.”
The incredible Helias production team will be pulling out all of the stops for this show, including professional
set and lighting design, creative and colorful costuming, songs to which you will sing along, and dance
numbers that will keep you rocking until the final curtain! You will not want to miss this exciting trip down
memory lane, with so many surprises in store for audiences to enjoy!
Helias Catholic High School is building a community of saints and scholars for Christ.
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